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More power to
get ahead
4C20A High-power Petrol Engine
Rated power: 180kW/5500rpm
Maximum torque: 350N*m/1800-4500rpm

1.Double-channel turbo charging
The exhaust gas is transmitted to the turbine via two pipelines,
which reduces the exhaust disturbance between the adjacent two
cylinders and improves the efficiency in the turbine end-And the
boost of double-channel engine power and torque improves the fuel
economy and makes the low torque more effective;

2. Cylinder direct injection
Fuel injection is accurately controlled by the electronic control unit of
the engine, which increases the mixing efficiency and fogging degree
of fuel and air, improves the engine combustion and dynamic
performance,and reduces the engine fuel consumption.



ZF 8-speed Integrated
Automatic Transmission

8HP series gearbox imported from ZF:
Relying on denser gear ratio, more efficient shift actuator, and the dimension control of a torque converter,
the oil consumption can be reduced by 5%.
Through design and development of high-precision magnetic valve and control system,
shift requires less time with better smoothness while consideration is given to both dynamic property
and economic efficiency of the vehicle.

Electronic shifter Paddle shift



Taking on the toughest terrain with comfort and elegance
With the all-terrain system recalibration, a new control switch, and a control strategy,
the system becomes more stable and user-friendly, resulting in better vehicle driveability.

- *z | 1 4L mode

J Under extreme off-road environment,
the torque can be amplifiedby 2.48 times.

I which maximises the ability of the vehicle
to get out of complex terrain.

.3. Sand mode
ESP enters the off-road calibration mode to
maximise the road holding of the driving wheel and
improve the overall off-road performance.
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@ Mud Mode

ESP enters the off-road calibration
mode to maximise the road holding on
a muddy road.

@ Snow mode

In wet weather, limited road holding of the driving
wheel will be maximised, avoiding over
steering and ensuring the running stability
in severe weather.

© Sport mode

In road calibration mode, it suits
high-speed driving on dry road surfaces.
ESP reduces system interference and improves
the driving pleasure immensely.

© AUTO mode
With optimised distribution of driving force torque,
this mode enables easy driving
on conventional road/unpaved road.



BorgWarner Double-speed Torque on Demand (TOD)

The transfer case assembly, with low gear ratios(2.48:1),otters the vehicle stronger over-obstacle grade-ability
and off-road difficulty-overcoming capability.
Distribution strategies of different torque ratios can be realised under different terrain modes, ensuring better controllability
and stability of the vehicle.

Eton Rear Axle Electronic Limited Slip Differential Lock

The driving force of the wheel at the traction loss side is distributed to the wheel at the other side via the electro hydraulic control unit,
which maximises the vehicle's ability to utilise the road adhesion coefficiently, and greatly improves the vehicle's running stability
and ability to get out of difficulties occurred in complex road conditions.

BorgWarner Double-speed TOD Eton Rear Axle Electronic Limited Slip Differential Lock



With a professional SUV chassis design and off-road
equipment, you’ll be fearless on the road
The chassis is readjusted based on the controllability and comfort, and the front and rear spiral spring
and shock absorber are optimised; the more ductile suspension has obvious absorption of the effect of
continuous vibration, with strong vibration absorbing ability and improved comfort.

Non-bearing body:
The engine, transmission, suspension and vehicle body are mounted on the high rigidity ladder chassis frame,which is connected
to the wheels by front and rear suspension so that Ihe road impact is carried by the frame. This provides good stability,
comfort and torsional resistance and ensures the excellent safety and off-road performance while guaranteeing
a stable body shape.
A Double-wishbone independent front suspension:
Double-wishbone independent front suspension, with a classic strong off-road SUV structure, has two wishbones that could absorb
motion transverse forces at the same time, so that the support only bears body weight. Therefore, transverse rigidity is high
enough to ensure that the tires keep contact with the ground at all times and the body is stable under various road conditions.
The upper and lower wishbones with unequal lengths can change camber angle when wheels are moving up
and down to reduce tread variation and tire wear, and also guarantee comfortable driving and seating.

Multi-link non-independent rear suspension:
The multi-link non-independent rear suspension, through multi-link design, provides Ihe controls in multiple directions,
greatly reducing the forward and backward forces from the road, so as to ensure a more reliable traveling path and effectively
improve the smoothness and comfort during acceleration and braking.



Every journey becomes a memory
The elegant and mighty appearance gives an ambitious posture and highlights
the high-end and strong off-road features of the H9.

© Hawkeye3D headlamp combination © Forward curved dynamic high waist lines

® High-gloss chrome plated front grille @ Extended wheel arch design





Interior comfort and elegance with your
wellbeing in mind
Luxurious materials, open and dynamic seat space, and detail design, provide
a comfortable driving experience.

© Ambient mood lighting:
3ambient light variations, located at the bottom ol the instrument panel as well as the door trim panels. Creating a relaxed colour
enhanced atmosphere.

© 7 inch LCD touch screen:
The 7 inch LCD integrates perfectly with the mechanical dial plate.
Background on the display has 3 colour changing modes, that ties in
with the drive terrain modes, thus enhancing the visual senses in
whichever mode you choose, allowing driver/occupants and machine
to feel connected.



Large Space of the 7-Seater SUV
The large and comfortable space builds a humanised and comfortable driving
and riding experience. The considerate storage space design meets the everyday
needs from the business executive to the playful adventurer.

© Comfortable interior seating space
Interior seating space: front row: 700mm for leg and 1025mm for head; second row:
750mm for leg and 1021mm for head; third row; 700mm for leg and 903mm for head

© Well-planned and convenient storage space
Considerate storage space in front row: pocket covers, central cup holder, central container and glasses box.
Considerate storage space in rear row: rear row armrest container (with cup holder), pocket covers,
front row seatback storage bag, and third row cup holder.
® Flexible and convenient seat configuration
Flexible and versatile storage spaces: The second row seat is capable of 60/40 folding and the third row seat is capable
of 50/50 folding. Through the folding of the rear row seats, a 747L trunk capacity can be achieved after the third
row of seat is folded, which effectively expands the storage capacity of the trunk.
Electric folding of third row seats:Folding and unfolding of the third row seats can be controlled via a button
to enhance convenience and highlights the technological advantages over its rivals.
Removable trunk cover: Storage privacy and safety of members are fully considered, and dismount with one key,
creating more convenient operation.
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Modern technology to enhance safety
Equipped with a high strength frame that can perform under strenuous conditions, crumple
energy absorbing steering column, all-round airbags, pretension safety belt, ISO-FIX child seat
anchors, tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS) and driver status detection system, all
guaranteeing safety for the vehicle occupants.

® Large-sized brake disc:

330mm large ventilated discs, that effectively fades the
heat from the core braking system for better stopping
and stability performance.

U. Energy-absorbing box:

A thin walled meal strut member, that acts as an
energy-absorbing buffer, which crumples during a
collision that absorbs the collision energy effectively
in low velocity impacts, that minimises the damage
to the longitudinal beam of the body.



(X AFS intelligent lighting system

The adaptive lighting assist, body inclination adjustment assist,
bend lighting assist, light sensation ONfOFF functions
and multiple lighting assist functions can meet the demand
of lighting under different road conditions to highlight
the technology and improve the driving safety.

Reverse side warning (CTA)

Relying on the radar sensor, this system detects the moving vehicles
in the rear of the vehicle when reversing. In case that a vehicle
approaches, the alarm light inside the door will give a warning
accompanied by an audible alarm to warn the driver.

All-directional Airbags
The vehicle is equipped with front row seat dual airbags, front row seat side airbags,
and curtain airbags that run from the dash to the rear third row seat, for a more
effective passenger cell protection in the event of a collision.

© Blind spot detection and line combination assist (LCA)

Real-time detection is performed for the left and right blind spots of the vehicle via the radar detector. In the case of danger when
changing the lane, the alarm light inside the door will give a warning and reminder. When the rear vehicle is rapidly approaching
from the adjacent lane, the radar detector will monitor the adjacent lanes within 70m behind the vehicle in real time, and give an
alarm when the vehicle is rapidly approaching and the warning condition is met, so as to remind the driver to avoid changing
lanes and ensure safety.
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Without ASF system

With ASF system





Comfort and Style
0. Multi-functional luxury seats:

Luxurious high-end synthetic feeling grain, with foam moulded surface seat support, to present a feeling of comfort and
ergonomics that gives the driver a feeling of support throughout the journey.
d Three-temperature-zone automatic air-conditioning:

The automatic air condition system is independently controlled.
With accurate data collection via various sensors, timely automatic
constant temperature control is performed, realising the zone control
and regulation of driver seat, front passenger seat and rear row.

(?. Electrically adjusted driving seat:
The 8-way adjustable driver seat is equipped, providing multiple
seating positions to furthest meet the driver's demand and improve
the seating enjoyment.

4 Rear row with VIP button:
It is specially designed for the distinguished passengers in the
rear row.enabling the passenger in the rear row to move
from the rear row to the assistant driver seat, fold and unfold
the backrest via the seatback adjusting knob in the passenger
driver seat.



NVH Ultra-Silent Cab
The noise control technology, trim sound insulation/absorbing layers, bypass cavity isolation, body rubber coating,
transmission technology, high performance intake muffling system,and exhaust system effectively isolate the outside noise from
the aspects of noise reduction, noise isolation,and noise absorption to guarantee the quietness and comfort of the cab.

Infinity All-Member Entertainment System
The world's leading car audio system, 8" TFT color LCD touch screen, diversified access equipments choices,
and high fidelity surround sound system,create crystal clear sound quality.





H Haval H9 Petrol Luxury Glovebox with Lock Remote Control Window Close Function Heated Wire Defrost
Perforated Leather Steering Wheel
4-Way Manually Adjustable Steering Wheel

Speed-sensing Central Door Lock
Automatic Collision Unlocking Function

Full Power Windows
[With One Click Lifting & Anti-pinch Function)Specifications

Wheelbase (mml Power Outlet Keyless Start System Electric RearView Mirror with Defroster
1610 IFrontl / 1610 (Rear) Rear View Mirror with LKSO Turn Signal LightWheel

Displacement (L)
Rear Spare Power Outlet

Rope Hooks
Keyless Entry System
Intelligent Key Blue Rear View Mirror

Engine
Maximum Power (Kw/rpml

Turbocharged 4-cylinder 16-valve,Double VVT, Direct Injection Cargo Curtain Remote Control Central Door Lock Reverse Parking Mirror Assist
180 / 5500 Stainless Steel Threshold Intelligent Anti-Door Locking Function Electrically Adjustable RearView Mirror

Lamp EquipmentMaximum Torque (Nm/rpm) 350 / 1800 - 4500 Steering Wheel with Paddle Shifters Flameout Automatic Unlocking
Emission Standard EUV / EUV* Seven inch Colour Trip Computer Intelligent Door Locking Error-Proofing Function Automatic Headlamps

Off-road Integrated Monitor (including Altitude.
Baro, Compass and Gradient )

Transmission
Driving Mode

ZF-8AT with Paddle Shift Car Locating Function 35W Xenon Headlamps
4WD - Selectable All-Terrain Control Headlights Cleaning SystemCollapsible Energy-absorbing Steering Column

10.9L / 100km Seats Equipment TPMS (Tyre Pressure Monitoring System)
ABS (Anti-skid Brake System) & EBD (Electronic Brake
Force Distribution) & TCS ( Traction Control System)

DRL (Daytime Running LightslCombined Fuel Consumption
Fording Depth (mml
Ground Clearance (mml

Leather Seats (Adaptive Front Lighting SystemI
Seven Seats Front/Rear Fog Lights

3A I3rake AssistIFront Active Headrests High Mounted Break Lights
ESP (Electronic Stability Program)Chassis & Steering System

at Double-wishbone Suspension
8-Way Electronically Adjustable Driver Seat
with Lumbar & Memory

Door Mirror Ground Laser Lamp
HAC (Hill-start Assist Control! Emergency 3rake Alarm System
RMI (Roll Movement Intervention)Rear Multi-link Suspension

Hydraulic Power Steering
Ventilated Disc Brakes

4-Way Electronically Adjustable Front Passenger Seat Front Reading Light
Middle Ceiling Light
Luggage 3oot Light

HOC ( Hill Decent ControllFront Passenger Seat with VIP Button Switch
Front Seats with Leg Rest Function Cruise Control System

Electronic Parking 3rake (EPB)Front Ventilated Seats Atmosphere LightsComfort Chassis
Massage Seats Hold Doorsill IlluminationExternal Equipment

Panoramic Sunroof
Aluminium Alloy Wheel
Shark Fin Roof Radio Antenna
Roof Rails

Front Central Armrest Electronic DifferentialLock SideStep Lights
AirConditionir
Three-zone Automatic Air Conditioning
(Driver & Passenger & Independent Rear)

Manually Adjustable 2nd Row Seats All TerrainResponse System (Auto,Sport, Sand.Snow,Mud, 4L)
Central Armrest of 2nd Row Seats ( with cup holder) Auto Start Stop

Cross Traffic Alert (CTAl60:40 Separated Foldable 2nd Row Seats
Lane Change Assist System (LCA )Fixed Side Steps ISO-FIX Child Seat Fixing Device of 2nd Row Seats Ventilated Glove Box
ImmobiliserStainless Steel Rear Bumper Protector

Electroplated Outdoor Handles with Body -coloured Strip
(Chrome Decoration)

50:53 Separated Foldable 3rd Row Seats Pollen Filter
3rd Row Seats Electronically Foldable Engine Immobiliser & Alarm System Outside Temperature Indicator
Active / Passive Safety Multi-media Equipment 3rd Row Air Outlet

Alarm SystemAutomatic Wiper Dual Airbags CD
AUXIN /USB (Audio & VideolFront Frameless Wiper Blades Front Side Airbags Front Seatbelt Unfastening Warning System

(Driver and Front Passenger)265/60 R18 Tyres Side Curtain Airbags 8" LCD Touch Screen
Internal Equipment Seatbelt Unfastening Warning System ( 2nd Row)Adjustable Front Seatbelts with Pretensioner Navigation System
Black/Grey interior Decoration Rear Seatbelts with Pretensioner 4 High Tone Speakers & 4 Low Tone Speakers & 1 Subwoofer Poor Ajar Warning System

Over 120km/h Warning SystemSunvisor with Vanity Mirror & Light 3 Point Seatbelt of 2nd Row Seats Independent Amplifier
Driver Seat Sunvisor with Retractable Sunvisor Electrically Anti-glare InternalRear-View Mirror Automatic Adjustable Volume with Vehicle Speed Other Configuration

Extinguisher (0.5kg)Passenger Seat Sunvisor with Retractable Sunvisor Children Safety Lock SD Card Slot
Glass/ Rear MirrorCeiling Handles Reverse Camera with the Dynamic Reversing Auxiliary Line Warning Triangle

Park Distance Control [Front4 sensor & Rear4 Sensor)Ceiling Glasses Case Privacy Glasses (Back Door & Triangular Window on the Side
& Rear Window & SunrooflCup Holder Sets Driver Condition Monitoring

Body Sizes, Ground Clearance (mml, Approach Angle, Departure Angle, GradeabilityBody Colours

206
Crystal black Forest greenHamilton white Pittsburgh silver Hamilton grey 1610

1080 2oOC
1926

4856
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